Polaris 500 atv

Work or play, take on anything with confidence. The best just got better. The next generation of
Sportsman ATVs is smoother, stronger and more versatile than ever. From the H. Experience
the best-in-class ATVs, engineered for high performance, maximum reliability, and legendary
ride and handling to be the hardest working machines out there, period. Share the Sportsman
experience with a friend. Enjoy legendary ride and handling, unrivaled versatility, and premium
comfort for your best ride yet. Tackle the desert with the world's best high-performance ATVs,
purpose built to elevate your ride to the next level. No matter what your day has in store, these
purpose built machines are up to the task. Sportsman combines the smoothest ride with
unstoppable power and performance to ensure you are up to whatever the day brings. Polaris
Youth ATVs are a perfect way to introduce kids to the fun of off-roading, combining key safety
features with kid-friendly performance. Built for the rider that needs top trail performance and
exclusive looks. Trail-ready straight from the factory, the Sportsman Ultimate Trail Edition lets
you go wherever the adventure takes you. Going more places and getting more done with
Sportsman has never been easier. Polaris Sportsman is chosen by more ATV owners than any
other in the industry. We rebuilt and reimagined this model year so you could chase your
off-road ambitions. New models, enhanced durability and rider inspired innovations allow you
to connect with the outdoors like never before. They are our passionate experts - men and
women who live, breathe, and think outdoors every day. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip
to footer. AND Explore Explore Comfortable all-day ride with independent-rear suspension
Confident stability and control for new riders Take on obstacles with best in-class clearance
and tire size Easy to use one-touch on-demand AWD, in-line shifting and single-lever braking
Stay out longer with 3-light high beam lighting. Feel the freedom and confidence to put you in
command of the outdoors. Sportsman H. Sportsman Sportsman XP Sportsman Touring
Sportsman Touring XP Scrambler Sportsman XP S. Scrambler XP S. Sportsman High Lifter
Edition. Sportsman X2 Sportsman 6x6 Outlaw 70 EFI. Outlaw EFI. Sportsman EFI. Phoenix Get
Local Price. Estimate Trade-In. Special Offers. Inventory Search. New Sportsman Ultimate Trail
Edition. Shop Accessories. Sportsman Trail Edition. Worker Collection. Comfort Essentials
Collection. Winter Rider Collection. Hunter Collection. First time ATV owner, but after reading
many reviews and experiencing the first hand, I made the right choice. Also, made in America
means a lot to me, and that also helped me to focus on Polaris! See More Sportsman Reviews.
Share Your Story. Built for you. By riders like you. See all the News. They are our passionate
experts - men and women who live, breathe, and think outdoors every day. Delivering heart of
the market performance, legendary ride and handling, and the hardest working, best value-class
of ATVs, period. Delivering hardest working, smoothest riding performance with a rider active
design for a legendary sport utility experience. All the hardest working features and smoothest
riding attributes of our 1-Up Sportsman models, with the versatility to comfortably go at it alone
or with a friend. The Sportsman Touring gives you the legendary ride and handling you demand,
along with an integrated passenger seat system for 2-Up versatility. The Sportsman Touring
delivers hardest working, smoothest riding performance and comes fully loaded with the
Premium SP Performance Package. The Industry's most capable ATV that delivers new levels of
stability, performance and terrain conquering mastery. The all-new Scrambler XP S represents a
bold new level of performance that smashes traditions and elevates the riding experience.
Special Editions. From work to hunt to play, a Sportsman combines the smoothest, most refined
ride with unstoppable towing and an unmatched level of power and performance. Do more, ride
more, and enjoy more with a Sportsman ATV. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer.
Sportsman ATV Lineup. Compare Models. Sportsman H. Sportsman Sportsman XP Sportsman
Touring Sportsman Touring XP Sportsman XP S. Scrambler Scrambler XP S. Sportsman High
Lifter Edition. Signature Sportsman performance, with added capability to dominate the mud.
Sportsman X2 Sportsman 6x6 The only 6x6 built for 2-up versatility. Equipped with the
industry's largest cargo system. The perfect first All-Terrain Vehicle for kids starting at 6 years
and older. Outlaw EFI. Sportsman EFI. Perfect for youth riders ages 10 and older. Phoenix
Outlaw 70 EFI. Offers vary by model. Examples of monthly payments required over a 36 month
term at a 3. Down payment may be required. Other financing offers may be available. See your
local dealer for details. Other qualifications and restrictions may apply. Financing promotions
void where prohibited. Tax, title, license, and registration are separate and may not be financed.
Passengers, if permitted, must be at least 12 years old. All riders should always wear helmets,
eye protection, and protective clothing. Always use seat belts and cab nets or doors as
equipped. Never engage in stunt driving and avoid excessive speeds and sharp turns. All riders
should take a safety training course. Call for additional information. Check local laws before
riding on trails. Holiday Sales Event offers cannot be stacked with other coupon offers. Limit 1
Offer Per Customer. Not valid on any Timbersled snowbike system. Polaris recommends that all
riders take a safety training course. Do not attempt maneuvers beyond your capability. Always

wear a helmet and other safety apparel. Never drink and ride. Restrictions: Only ONE 1 coupon
per consumer can be submitted. Offer may not be combined with any other coupons, discounts,
offers or promotions. This offer is not redeemable for cash or gift card, nor is it valid towards
prior purchases. Offer valid in authorized Polaris dealerships and retail stores. Not valid on
non-Polaris products of rafter the expiration date. While supplies last. This offer may be
discontinued or modified at any time by Polaris. Offer available only in the US and Canada. Void
where prohibited or otherwise restricted. Returns will require equal forfeiture of offer or amount
equal to offer. Applicable tax, shipping and handling do not qualify for discount. Skip to content
Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Find Special Offers Open Dialog. Featured Offers. Financing
as low as 3. Offer Valid: January 1, - February 28, Find Special Offers Search. This field is
required. Visit PolarisPower. Shopping Tools. Payment Calculator. Estimate Trade-In.
Engineered to be compact, yet comfortable and more than capable of taking on a variety of
tasks and trails so you can work harder and ride longer. The durable cc ProStar Engine is
purposefully engineered with 32 HP and built to take on tough jobs. The True On-Demand All
Wheel Drive gives the traction you need, when you need it, while the compact design can easily
be stored in the back of many trucks. Have the confidence to haul logs, clear brush, and tackle
tough tasks on your property with class-leading 1, lb towing capacity and lb cargo box capacity.
Plus, enjoy added convenience and comfort with an adjustable tilt steering wheel. All pricing,
specifications, claims, and information contained on this website are based upon current
knowledge available at time of publication and are subject to change without notice, and Polaris
assumes no responsibility for changes in pricing or specifications. Polaris assumes no
responsibility for any inaccuracies, opinions, or omissions on this website. Skip to content Skip
to navigation Skip to footer. Rated 3 out of 5 by Bobby49 from Issue leaves me hanging I bought
the Ranger about 3 months ago. Date published: This one stood well above the others in almost
every category. The Ranger aced most all of it. I have had it a little over 3 months and so far it
has surpassed my expectations. I'm that guy that researches for several weeks, even months
before I make any major purchase and the more I checked into it, the more I was inclined
towards this one. I had always owned Hondas and still do, and have nothing bad to say about
the ones I have had. So that said, it took some convincing to get me to switch. Glad I bought it.
Few minor things I did on my own like added stick stoppers to avoid rocks from getting jammed
inbeween axle and transmission making a loud screeching noise. Added a back window due to
the draft of the dust from having a windshield and it sucking it in. If It could have one thing more
it would need some type of inside fenders. I ride gravel roads and occasionally some mud
roads. The rocks and mud get all up under seat and all over electronics on just a short ride. I
find rocks is some weird places. Rated 3 out of 5 by Rangerider 88 from Good Entry-level
Machine The Ranger is a good value for the price range it is in. If I added all the factory
accessories I'd like to have, the price would more than double the base price of the Ranger!
That is not good value for my money. I'll just do without most of the accessories I would have
bought from Polaris or find after-market items that will work for a lot less money. Rated 5 out of
5 by Bernie R. I came in with the full intention of purchasing the because I am a bigger guy and
need room. I then test rode them again and found that even though the was a little bigger and a
little more power, I was really happy with the and felt like I was not settling or just doing it to
save money. I am very satisfied with my purchase, for the record I am 5'10 and at the time lbs
30lbs lighter now and it is comfortable and does everything I want or need it to do and it keeps
up with my buddies kawasaki mule pro crew without a problem. Rated 5 out of 5 by HoggerJon
from Perfect for us We purchased the Ranger a few months ago, for utility use on our property.
My wife really likes it because it is easy to drive. The cargo box makes it more useful than the 4
wheeler we had. This model is perfect for our needs. Adding a roof and windshield increased
the comfort level. A rifle rack is mounted overhead and out of the way. The machine is
accessory friendly and ergonomically designed. I recently used it to transport an elderly
neighbor following an ice storm. Very happy with our Ranger. Rated 2 out of 5 by a10pilot from
Disappointments with the Polaris I bought this three months ago and while I am generally
pleased there are some issues with it that disappoint me. First, I find the engine hard to start in
cold weather. Perhaps they need to move from a cc single to a twin. I have had a cc thumper
and they are not fun. Second, the stock tires that come with the base unit are, in my opinion,
junk. They do not turn well and
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the front end skids when turning on asphalt, grass or dirt. Replacement tires that might be
better are absurdly expensive. I use this on our ranch and the stock tires are not very good at

all. Rated 5 out of 5 by Max from Couldn't Be Happier! This UTV is great and has handled
everything I've thrown at it from pulling downed trees from the mountainside, to hauling
supplies. It is plenty fast enough for me and I use it quite often on my 40 acres of mountainside
rural Virginia. The dealer was great, competitive pricing, great communication on the status of
the extras and they delivered it to my home without any added fees! Build Get Local Price. Menu
Menu. Watch Video. Owner Review. Moving livestock, feeding checking fences and water,
checking on crops and other errands. Accessorize Your Vehicle. Build Explore Accessories. Get
Local Price. Explore Gallery. Inventory Search. View Special Offers. Estimate Trade-In. Shop
Accessories. You May Also be Interested In:. Leading the Mid-Size Pack.

